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THIRTY POLICE BILL BE
SCHEDULE OF CHARGED
TESTED IN THE COURTS ROBERTS ASSETS SEL
LIN

WITH I TEMPORARY INSANITY WILL
BE PLEA OF HARRY THAW
G LIQUOR

lilt Dos Not Stand The Department Will Be Reduced ASSIGNEE PARLEY FILED THEO
Defenses of Slayer of Millionaire White As
DORE
PETERS
WARDOCIIMENT IN COUNTY
To 18 Patrolmen,1 Chief, 1 Captain and 1 Lieut.
Outlined BY
RANT= YESTERDAY
BY
His
COURT.
Coun
sei—
No
Recou
rse
LICEN
to
SE
INSPECTOR.
lkiwritten Law-No Allowance Made for the $1,500 Silver
Impor
tant
Confe
rence
Held Between LawService Set Desired For The
yers,
Relat
ives
and the Flptilids--- ,
ROBERTS DRY GOODS
ACCUSED Of DISPOSING
Gunboat "Paducah"
Attor
ney's Staten(
STOCK WORTH $6,059.05
Of INTOXICANTS
--

•••1.1.1111111

4

•

so

.au ex pane mat is to be filed in laa make the $3o,000 uceded if the
New Nork. Jam 28.-Temporary roof
garden Tha.;7^ was laboring uoder
the -circtilt court by the city general thirty officers continue in the ser- SOIGNEE BOYD DISPOSED OF A.
KUYKENDALL'S
STORE
insanity
, without recourse to the un- a
vice. U the state law is declared inHAWKINS OUTFIT
spell of temporary insanity and did
FOR
BURGLARIZED AT
coancil in order to have tested the valid, the force then
written
or
co-call
ed higher law, will not
come down to
$397 CASH.
appreciate the cfifference between
WOODVILLE.
be the defense interposed by counsel
new law enacted twelve months ago eighteen, the $2,000 remains in the
right and wrong, and is therefore irfor
Harry
compell
Kendall
ing
Thaw.
caraingent fund, wbile as much of
ha the state legislature,
This absolute line of dektise was responsible for his act. A preponderthe Woo° as needed will be used for Joseph
' that police forces of thirty men
ance of evadag,ce t9 catatlish that
Gourieux Leaves Entire Estate Mrs. A. S. Merritt
fact
Accuses Her Hus- finally decided upon today at an im- will be adds**
claintaitical in the Kentucky second the eighteen police and city jail, and
to His Wife, DiffY "
.
band, L. D. Merritt of Breach
portant conference held at the apartG rieUX—
elass cities, which includes Paducah. that -part not used be carried in the
"The defeass is convinced that
Deeds *corded.
ments of Delphin Michael Delnuis,
of the Awe
ahe republicans in the council and feud to the end of the year, when all
should the district attorney call Evesenior
counsel for Thaw. There were lyn
aidermanicpodiss of this city, do not deposits not exhausted, are converted
present at this conference besides Ma. to Nesbilfalthaw to the witness stand
believe thiatiewelaki will stand a test into a general fund for whatever use
prove the mere fact uf the slayieg
Aasignee Ed Farley, of the John
Theodore Peters of too Broadway, Delmas, Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, wife of of Stanford White when
in the courts, and yesterday afternoon desired.
that icould
the ac:used; Clifford NV Hartridge,
the democrats of these two boards 'At the request of the republicans R. Roberts dry goods and notion was warranted yesterday on
easily be oilmen- inp, other eye-witthe
house,
Thaw's
yesterd
ay filed in the county charge of selling intoxic
closest friend and legal ad- nesses
aiaaared with the republicans to let the boards decided not to allow the
to the shooting he would not
ating liquors viser;
court, the schedule showing what without a license
John_ W. Gleason, Charles V. only
thle tiyarte petition be filed in the $1.3.30 to buy the silver service set
permitt
commit an act that would be
ing
him
to
stock
and
McPike
assets
, Daniel O'Reilly and A. Rus- prejudic
Roberts has on hand. engage in this character
sin-tat-court so Judge Reed can pass for the gunboat Paducah. This being
ial to his own case, but would
of business.
Their value is placed at $6,osuo5 and The case
sell Peabody, all of counsel for the
on the new law, and say whether it all to be decided on, the funds to be
comes up today for trial.
appear before 4111.111atgitis a creel man.
-consists of the stock of dry koods,
defense
.
• I "The prosecution cannot
Peters ran a saloon at this number
‘11 salid or not. If it stands rhk test allowed were incoporated in a newly. notions
hope to
, furniture and store fixtures, on Broadway until
During the early part of a confer- prove
the Paducah department continues drawn ordinance, and Mayor Yeieer
last July when his
from Evelyn Nesbit Thaw anyetc. The appraisers set aside the license and
ence a mysterious new woman witother saloonists of
thing beyond the mere fact of the
in service the thirty patrolmen put to had the council to meet in special sesamount of goods exempted, and also Eleven:h and
ness was ushered to the Delmas
Broadway vinoinity, were
..ork the first of this month, while if sion last evening at which time first
shooting, zed that nobody disnia• in
$t6o Sir* Roberts is entitled to at the taken away,
apartm
ent
and for two hours inter- the first
account such crowds
• the courts had the measure is not and second adoption was given the
place: and in the second it
rate of $ao for each of the four mem- hanging
around the places, the thous- rogated. Her statement was taken can be proven by any number of other
legal, the police force will have to measure, that sets aside for each pub- bers
by a stenographer and is consieered
if his family, including himself, ands of school
children going that
witnesses. The district attorney canbe reduced to eighteen patrolmen, lic department the following for 1907 wife. shild,
of the most vital importance to the
and old colored servant way, would have to
not exact any conversation that might
stand
for
ane chief, one captain and one lieu- expenses:
insultin
g
he has had for many years. The remarks made
to them. Since then case in the event of the prosecution previously have been held between
Fire Depart ment--aallasoo
tenant.
schedule has not yet been filed show- Peters has
been conducting a "soft going beyond the strict letter of the husband and wife if we object. That
Salaries (legislati ire and executive ing the amount
'ilia agreement was reached yesterlaw and attacking the character of
of indebtedness drink" establishment
is as sacred SS any privileged itemat his place of
oay afternoon whets the mayor had di pertinent*)-417400
Roberts owes.
busines
s. The first of this year he the defendant. Evelyn Nesbit Thaw municatioo between lawyer anti
..II the councilmen and aldermen to
Streets-$33,000.
Odient
put in an application for a license en- was'an interested listener of the or physician and patient.
ria et and decide what funds should be
laalice Department (including city
young
Assignee Sold Outfit
woman'
s
story.
titling
him to operate a regular saloon
"Stanfard White's 'character will
aliawed this year for operating exsalaries and patrol wagon service)
Assignee A. E. Boyd of the Charles there, but 'his
Thaw's counsel issued the following
application has never
not be assailed in this
penses of each municipal department.
jay tab° deHawkins cafe of Broadway has fin- yet been acted
on, like all other sa- authoriative statement tonight:
fense. The defense' p
Electric Plant--$1o,ono.
Every (said had been agreed on by
fat ionished auctioning off the stock and fix- loonists, on
"Harry
K.
Thaw
will be freed on duct its case along
account of the aldermanic
Water-413,00a
the general council members except
cle
tures of that establishment which deadlock that was
the strict application of the laws on
Able
and absolutely legal !net. • '
broken only a few
44 regards the police apportionment,
Real Estate--4t,000
made an assisgnment several weeks nights ago.
the statute books of the state of New
"It
remains
for the district attorney
.
City Hall-173o.
taat for the "silver service sae
ago. He disposed of $toa worth at
License Inspector George Lehnhard York. There will be no intervention to inject into this trial
Oak Geove-$a,750
want to buy for the gunboat
private sale. and $agis at auction sale, yesterday got
of any 'unwritten law,' as has been
the warrant against
would cause introduction
aducah which is named after this
stratony
New Cemetery--$soo
making Lyn altogether The total Peters, chargin
surmised. We do not need to go be- that
g
the
latter
would tend to blackasn tIse charwith
going
tty.
Pauper and
Charity *including liabilities are $2.5oo, and assets $1,500.
yond
the
statute
books
to convince acter of individuals antaka
ahead and selling intoxicants without
rtade the
The republicans aant nnly eighteen Home of Friendless)--$3.800
the jury that he should be acquitted.
the license first being issued.
community."
patrolmen on the force, the same as
Riverside Hospital--$s.000.
"It
Joseph Gouriaux
will
be
shown
to the jury that . It is not belOved tonight
AMANNAMIAM
that the
:AA year. when $21,000 was allowert
Sanitary (inchating pest house)-The will of the late Joseph Gourieux
t the time that Stanf.,ril White was
jury will be eisnpleted bef,,re WedWoodvil
le
Store
Robbed
operati
,or
.
ng that branch of the city Slaw
shot
was
and
probate
yesterd
killed
d
ay
in
in
the
Madison Square nesday or Thursday
county
• ea
Chief James Collins of the police
governIment. There is now in force
Parks-$5,o.
court, it leaving everything to his.
force,
has
receive
d
word
ordinan
from A.
ce allowing only eighteen
the
taeneral Expense tinelndiug
widow, Mary Gourieux, who is' named-lax
ayendall the W'oculiIlle merchant, to sng in both being stinitnoned-litIore
nun for the departipent, but last year in. city scales, market, wharf. etc- administratrix without bond. The will
effect that a night or two ago thieves the judge on a breach of the
the democrats got the state legisla- $5.000.
peace
was written Ka/ember t6, 1996 and
broke into the establishment in that charge. Mr. Taylor is the former
tur, to adopt the bill compelling emContingent Fund--$6,000
the signature of the deceased was
little village down in the county, and councilman, and present asuperin
ployment of thirty patrolmen on the
Costs and Suits--$3,000
tendwitnessed by Gus G. Singleton. Mrs.
stole Eve gold watches, fifteen or ent of the dry docks, 'while
steeartinent This new bill' Was effecInterest Account--$24.000
Mr.
Gourieux qualified as the adeninistratwenty rings, two knives, and thirty- la,'hitchurst is a former policeman
tive last year. but the
Floating Debt-Saaaaft.
commis.
trix, and also as guardian for her
five pennies, the latter being taken
-loners did not put on the thirty men
Sinking Fund-'1$000o.
minor children. There was transfrom the cash drawer of the postoffice
Policeman Resigned.
%alail the first of this month
ferred by the clerk, the state saloon
The
Library--$4.000.
Patrolman David Glass yesterday
cassinissioners and democrats in the U U. S. Gunboat "Paducah" Silver license of Joseph Gourieux, the estab- which is kept 311 the Kusendall store.
handed his resignation to Chief Col- Mt JOHN SINNOTT,
general council want $30.000 allowed Seavice-$1,300.
lishment on North Fourth street havJR..- MILE
lins. effective at once, as he goes to
Butcher Shop Robbed.
this year to pay the police force and
ing been bought by Edward C. F.aker
TO LEAVE FOR THE
School Fund-$33,0S
J I) Eubanks of Seventh and St. Louis to take a run out -of that
sits ptil expense. The republicans
The measure will now be adopted & Co
SOUTH.
AA•
Boyd streets discovered Sunday morn- city as engineer for "the Mobile &
claim the new state law is not legal by the alder:it:Mc board which will
Ohio
railroad
ing
that
.
He
is an old engineer,
during the night before somea. it takes lqcal government away be called to special session for this
Property Sold.
flan the municipal authorities here. purpose by the mayor.
Land lying in the county has been one had broken into his butcher shop but the first of this year took a place Captain E. W. Ctumbaugh
Slipped
The republicans agreed yesterday that
Last night the council directed the sold by Emma Coley to Florence and stole a can of lardfi half a hog. on the force which he has served
and Fell on Steps With Painful
I! the democrats would consent to hoard of public works to build the Adkins for $8o, and the deed filed for and ;ix bags of flour. Iris establish- faithfully during his abort connection.
Results-Other Injured.
ment is a very small one and the He is a fine young man and the com•ae ex parte suit to test the thirty Flank walk from Thirteenth and Jack- record with the clerk.
missioners regret to give him up. It
Fean Lee transferred to T E. burglars about cleaned him ip
police measure that they, the repub- son streets across the fill to Plunkis not yet known who will succeed
Lydon for $260, land in the county
licans would let Woo° be put in ett's Hill.
Mr John Sinnott, Jr has secovered
him.
Warranted by Wife.
T. E. Lydon bought from E. W.
'
,he police and jail fund for this year
The Sa000 interest was allowed the
sufficiently with his eye injuries to
Mrs. A. S. Merritt yesterday got
and then a2,0oo pat in the contingent %Vs-quern German bank of Cincinnati Valhittemore for Si and' other conleave for Texas where 'he has gone on
Forced to Lay Off.
fund. If the atate law is upheld by cn the $aoo,000 street afield, hospital siderations, property on the Soutll a warrant from Justice Emery,
Patrolman Wm. Orr was forced to a drumming trip for his whiskey
against her husband, L. D. Merritt,
Side of Jones street
the raurta, ;this $2.000 will be taken and markethouse bond issue. On
the
charging him with a breach of the Lay off yesterday because of the frac- house. His eyes trouble aim a little
trOtna the ' cotstinaerit deposit and over-the-river bonds was allowed
eace. The couple do not reside to- Lured bone in his wrist, injured by yet, but dot so the extent of preventLicense
t•astaferred to the police and jail fund
d
to
Marry.
895 interest.
gether
and she claims he came to slipping and falling on the snow cov- ing him from departing for a southern
Wedding licenses were issued ta
was confined here for about
Lonnie Englert, aged 31, and Maggif her .home yesterday and refused to ered steps at his residence, Saturday tour,
two weiliirliNas result of the splintered
the streets along the river front be- Peter, aged 18 bf the city. C. Reag let anyone in or out of the place. night.
Klass Win into his eyes the night
ing crowded by sightseers, hundreds nolds. aged 2.2 and Ruth Daval'oaS The case will be tried at 2 o'clock
‘runs
Culprit heavcid a clam& of coil
this afternoon by the magistrate.
of whom were not able to get down aged 17 of the city.
BURIED YESTERDAY
through the coach Vindow of the
during the week.
Notary Public.
Someone Got Watch.
Warren Sights has qualified before
Yesterday's reports showed the
Mrs. S. V. Davis Consigned to Her Iron Mountain train he was on, passing Sikeston, Mo., en route South. He
Sonic stranger reported to Captain
stagev at different points as follows! the clerk as a notary public.
Grave at Madisonville-Purdue
..as
Harlan yesterday that his watch had
seated right beside the window
Child Died.
been stolen down about Second and
through which crashed the lump.
River Stages.
CASE LEFT OPEN.
Washington streeM where he was
Cairo, aux rising.
Mrs. Finnic Baker left Sunday for
THE
THIS MORNING
illipped-.760131 Steps.
Chattanooga, 5.5, falling.
Lawyers Have Not Yet pompleted rambling around. He reported the afadisanville where' she attended the
SHOWED THINGS ON
loss, gave a description of the ticker, funeral services over the remains of, (,aptain E. W. Crumbaugh. associCincinnati, 40.9, falling
Rehkopf Individual Schedule.
A STAND.
Evansville, 45.5,
On account of the lawyers in the and then left the hall without giving her sister-in-law, Mrs. S. V. Davis, ate edSlazt pfhTlect_gc,gister, is confined
Florence, 4.5, falling.
litigation being busy with suits in the his name, but said he would come who dropped dead there Saturday to bielloineWslikairth Seventh with
*ared
h
head which came
Louisville, 27.5,'falling.
circuit court, Referee Bagby of the back, therefore the authorities do not night of heart trouble. The cereThousands of People Were Out Sunmonies occurred at a o'clock yester- in staddtn and- hard contact yesterday
Mt. Carmel, 24-S, rising.
bankrupt court yesterday left- open know who he is.
day Gaming Upon the Mighty
sith the home's front steps
day afternoon, followed with inter- afterqu;
Nashville, 15.3, falling.
for several days the E. Rehkopf inClaims Stole Rasors.
Ohio River Fronting Here.
-fie was passing, when ha
ment .n the Madisonville cemetery.
I5ttsburg, 4.5, falling.
dividual bankrupt case, wherein Mr.
M. A. Kramar was arrested laSt
slipped and fell backward with great
St. Louis, tau, falling
Mary, the four-months-old child of (
Rehkopf was ordered, to file by yenMt. Vernon, 48.8, rising
cutcut in the scalp,
terday the schedule showing how night by Officers Gouriewc and Ter- Mrs. Richard E. Purdue, of 826 North force, A.
Burnside, 4.7, falling.
much property he owns, and what hi rell and locked up on the charge of Sixth street, died Sunday and was but fortuniWrihF skull was not inThe Ohio river came to a standstill
Carthage, 7.6, falling.
orretdwoand he "will lk out in a day
liabilities are. The dopment is being stealing five razors and other things buried yesterday at Oak Grove cethe- ju
here yesterday ita the guage this
worked on, but the attorneys' other from a barber shop in Mechanicsburg. tery
.
morning at 3 o'clock read what it
Anostrer Serious Slip.
did at 7 o'clock yesterday morning, STRIP BOY IN COLD STORAGE duties engaging them, they cannot
Badges Arrived.
Mr. Thomas Allen. of Arcadia, is
finish it until the last of the week,
FINE LECTURES.
.I
, m•••••
45.71 feet , It Will doubtless begin fallThe badges, for the new patrolmen
confined at his home with injuriea
when it will then be lodged.
jug today unless
more
rainfalls Hazer. at Mackinaw, Ill., -Pat Young
on the police department, arrived yes-, Professor Payne
Securing Presence of caused by slipping on dm,ice oCreered
Man Through Ordeal.
appear, or a warm spell comes, melts
tcrday from New York. There are
steps of,his residence yesterday morn
FILES
Celebra
ted
EMIT
Actors.
FOR
$3,loo,
000 fourteen of them, all
up all the snow and ice and causes it
•Mazhinaw, Ill., Jan. 28.-A young
shield shaped.
st
ing and falling backwards so that his
to pour into the stream. The cold stfldent attending
the high school Receiver Charges Royal Insuran
Mr .Morris Hackett of the Louis bead struck time top with awful force.
ce
weather of the past few days, holding here was taken to
Laundry Theft Charged.
the cold storage
James Troupe which played here last He was rendered unconscious and reCompany With Misappropriation.
intact the snow and ice, helped the room and was there
Frank James, colored, railroad night, yesterday afterno
divested of all
ined in that conaihfbit Icie• many
Freeport, II., Jan.28.-The Chicago
on lectured to
river to come to a standstill by letting his clothing as a
hazing feat. In Title and Trust company, receiver for brakeman, was arrested yesterday on the high school students at the Wash- 'Fours, but is now doing better. No
the; volumes of water pass
into the the robe which nature provided him the German
Insurance company, filed the charge of stealing packages of ington building on "The Haunts of fracture was caused. tp :the skull.
slattippr before it cou, bantam-,thrro7r
*tarts, collars, etc.,. from the . Star Shakespeare." He
varffi
rdrtb go through an- a suit in the circuit court against
Run Over. By litheols.
is a very learned
the Laundry
ed from the snow and ice.
tics and other hazing feats that would , Royal Insurance
wagon.
Samuel'
and
H. Cordcm of 713 North'
eloquen
t
man
and
closely
held
compan
he
y
to
recover
• Steamboatmen believe the worst do justice to a
big college. But the $3,toopoo paid for reinsurance, the
attention of the children for forty ye Eighth street, is confined at River-,
iNihow 'over and that the. stream will ,schill of the room is
Engaged in Fisticuff.
said to have in- plaintiff setting forth thit the money
side hospital because of slight injuries
minutes.
begin to slowly decline, until it re- jured his health and
Buck Whitthurst and
the fathee of the belonged to the creditors and policy
Captain
Profssor Payne -will have Charles caused to his spine by
Irons
cedes to its normal stage.
Young Taylor had a slight disagree- Hanford to speak
boy is seattching for the hazer* and if holders of the
to the students to- his wagon Saturday at Tenth and Ad German Insurance
Sunday thousands of people were found will prosecu
ment
over
a business transaction, and morrow. He appears tomorrow'night an
te them to the ex- company. The case will be heard
„‘
two wheels passink ever his
at yesterday mornin
.aut to view the vast fields of water, tent of the law. a..
g Si 'First and at The Kentucky 'with his fine com- body. He drives Robertson's i cia
.
the March term. of oart.
A
Broadway, had a fistictiff fight, result- pany
•
.
_ -• .
.4116
-a

NEARLY WELL
OF INJURIES

RWER NOW ON
A iTANDSTILL
duitoilt

4

4

111Y
(401.411"
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JURY OUT WITH SUIT OF
ASSESSMENT JUDGE HELD.
BOSWELL AGAINST BANK OF FRANCHISES
BAKER OVER

•i•

********•••••••••••••••••• ••••14*****4*************6
•
•
••
SHORTAGE
SOLVING
•
* MADE STONEWALL
CAR
•
* 5
JACKSON A HERO••
****************•****••••*
•
•i*
The Washington Post a few days'
440.1**-464.
*it
* •
* *
*MO*44*
ago published the following interview
The above caption must astonish with L. B. Boswell, commissioner of
'BOSWELL CLAIMS CITIZENS SAVINGS BANK KEPT MONEY
many people outside of this city as the Quincy, Ill.,
freight bureau:
OF H.ENRY ARENZ UNDER ANOTHER NAME FROM THAT SUPERVISOR
well its in it, and more so when it is
S
TAKE
UP
THEIR
GRAND
JURY
WILL
"There
INVESis
one
way
LIABLE
THEREFORE
ATTACHto solve the car
COIN
THE
FOR
IS
SUED ON.
understood that the Cairo man refer- sthortage problem,"
VALUATION DURING
TIGATE THE CHARGE
said Lewis B.
THUS
FAR
DECIDE
JAMES
TO
CASE
OF
UNABLE
--JURY
ETV
red to is yet in the land of the living. Boswell
TODAY.
AGAINST
HIM.
of
Quincy,
Ill.,
at the Willard
FRIEDMAN
ALLISON
MARY
MRS.
—
AGAINST
HERRING
The heading of this brief article is last night, "and that
is to make,the
UNTIL
OVER
GOES
AND KATTERJOH'N LITIGATION
nevertheless, correct, says the Cairo
' great waterways of this country navTHURSDAY—JURY CASES ABOUT BEING WOUND UP.
Argus,
igable at all tims." Mr. Boswell is
Yesterday the Board Devoted to Jonas Smith Also Held Over to the
Away back in the opening of the secretary of the Upper Mississippi
GrAnd jury, the Charge Being
"Blocking Off" Parts of the
fifties, Stonewall Jackson was a stal- River Improvement association,
which
City and Fixing the Price
Malicious Cutting.
wart lad in Northern Virginia. An- is endeavoring
The jury is now out, in the cir- was employed. This case will be
confront
to
secure
of
Ground.
taken up today.
other young man in the same vicinity srress an annual appropriation
cuit court, with the suit of C. W. Bosfor the
nearing his majority was much of a improvement
of the Mississippi front
well, of Mayfield, against the CitiOver to the circuit court grand jury politician and business man, accept- the mouth
Today's Docket
of the Missouri 'o Mimicwherecity,
this
of
bank
Savings
was
Oscar Baker 'held when given a ed as an equal among such although apolis.
zens
Today the city board of supervisors
There are tioaketed for trial today
The project will cost about.
in plaintiff seeks to recover $3,200 the suits of J. W. Pendley for Floy take up the question of Placing 'al trial yestdday morning iu the police not old enough to vote. He was a $20.000.00o, but it is contended that
court by Judge Cross on the chate power in politics in his neighborhood the improvement
Iroin the bank. The evidence was Pendley, vs. I. C.; J. W. Jackson vs. ues upon municipal franchises held by
resulting will be
Paducah Traction company; Max corporations doing business in this of Obtaining money by false pretenses, and superintended a coal mine that worth much more than that amount
finarguments
attoreny's
all in and
His
bond was fixed at $300.
employed 300 voters.
Nahm and Joe Friedman vs. William city, and judimg from expressions of
every year to the people of the United
ished yesterday afternoon, and the Katterjohn. By agreement the Fried- the board members it is more than
A young man from down in the
A sharp contest for congress came States. "We have no tight on
with
jurcountry
the
of
went into Elrod's saloon on on, the parties being close in the railroads," continued
man-Katterjohn suit has been set over probable that a substantial raise w:II
litigation put in the hands
Mr. Boswell.
South Second street and hung up his strength in that district, and the re- .•wk k now that if the Mississippi
ors for a decision. Iking unable to Livid next Thursday when it will be be made on every grant of this nareach a verdict by adjourning time taken up, and Judge Joseph Robbins ture. In speaking of the franchises overcoat. In a few moments he went suit was in doubt. The democratic river is made navigable front the falls
yesterday, the jury was dismissed to of Mayfield sit as special judge on sesterday Mr. Eli G. Boone, one of for the garment and it was missing. candidate went to the 'young coal JW the gulf it will not only provide a
It was found at lkect Ackurman's mine overseer and told hint that he means Qi
return this morning and resume con- account of the regular judge, W. M. the supervisors, said he thought all
transportation for quantisecond-hand
store on lower Ken- feared defeat. Ile asked his young ties of products that now never leave
of
being
plaintiffs,
them
attoreny
Reed,
assessed
were
for the
entirely tan
sideration of the matter.
tucky
avenue,
friend
to use unusual exertion to save the farms, but it will result in increaso
where it is claimed OsBoswell lost $6,000 speculating in tl:ereby disqualified from presiding. low, and that increases would he
car Baker had sold it for 75 cents him, and he was promised every vote ed. praduction,
and the railroads wilt
Henry Arena's bucket shop at May- Nahm and Friedman sue to recover made in their assessed value when
by claiming the coat belonged to him. in the mine and as many more as the hare all htehye e
caffneedtoofto
titehsaendthltepeso
field, and suing, recovered from Arena from Katterjohn the $2.3cio Nahm and they were entered into today.
hiv p
e
Jorias Smith, alias harry Smith, young politician could give him.
There are onls a few franchises,
If
that amount. Boswell attached $2,- Friedman had to pay The Register for
was
was
held
over
done
to the grand jury in
and the democratic can- ments will reduce the cost of carriage
Soo the Mayfield banks had of Arena's tearing the roof off the building for- they being held by the Western Un- $300
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help
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a letter of Mr. Louis D. Brandois of it will be because of the abuse of
INCORPORATIED.
the phone tas been found very useful in drawn to the surface.—Detroit stews.
Boston in reference thereto. I agrei libeity of the press and the perverL Ilard D. Samlers. Pres. and Mgr. Phone OS.
with the recommendation of Mr sion of the truth by the newspapers,' this way, but it has several serious
Federal'Judges Facing Criticsns.
Drake that what is needed is an in- he said. ''In certain papers I saw disadvantages. One of these is the
cord attachment between transmitBefore the winter is over considsurance law for the District of Colum the statement that Chauncey Joimant-,
ter and the receiver. Another, which erable is
likely to be heard about the
bia on the lines of the so-called Arnts gen, the defendant in this case. had is
really more serious than at firs. federal judges
who overturn laws on
bill, already introduced in the housi been permitted to sign his own bdhd. sight would
+.110-4-4-a•-••a64.lemobismoviima-asaik-goli~flibar•
appear, is the necessity constitutional grounds
after the ablest eshbA
of representatives. revising it so as This was as far from the truth as the for the person to
whom the deaf one lawyers among the nation's states?
to include in it all the desirable fea- east is from the west
takes to speak into a telephlme in- men have
spent weeks and months
"There has been more harm done strument.
tures of the so-called uniform bill
This is really a hindrance
Wads proper
odificationt, after ex- by the reports of this case titan was to conversation. It is embarrrssing in perfecting the katne. Recent depert evision, this bill could be en- done by whoever committed this and requires a good deal of practice cisions with respect to the employers'
acted into a law so comprehensive and crime Public morals haat been more before one can do it easily. Our cor- liability act have already started the
discussion.
just that it would stand as a model debauched and the public virtue more respondent asks whether it would not
In his last annual message to conaffronted"
of equity. I regret greatly that there
be possible to use one of the wire- gress the
president referred to the
is not national power to deal with
less systems, thus d,oinj away with almost
nochalant ease with which
Wishing Astor Good Luck.
this subject, but inasmuch as this
the cord and making the movements federal judges declare
unconstitutionIt i5 quite fit that William NA'aldorf of the deaf
seems at present to be the case, we
person as independent as al measures which have been "sol! Astor and the countess of Westmore- those
of
one wearing eyeglasses. This emnly" considered by congress.
should at least establish a model law
land should. wed. He has $2.3o,000.one step alone would be a great help,
in the Ditrict of Columbia.
Almost everybody has forgotten
000 and a German fur peddler for an
but if, further, the transmitter could that Judges Evans and McCall
I feel that the department of in- ancestor.
were
She is short of fash, but be constructed so
that it was not once members of the • lower house
suranse of the District of Columbia ber ancestors
were dukes and earls— necessary for one to
speak directly
should be made a bureau in the de- if one does not go
to far back. Amer- into it, conversation would be much of congress. Neither of them made
partment of commerce and labor
a mark as a constitutional lawyer. duegemilmos•ssowwwirommimisonewwwwoosialwedistartilidwallai
icans have bad a good deal of symeasier and the serious disability of The fact is being pointeti
Signed)
out that
pathy for Mr. Astor ever since he de.the deaf largely removed."
many occupants of the federal bench.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
cided to become a British subject
in the lower courts today are men
White House, Jan. 25, 1907,
because in his opinion the United
Prince's Love Affair.
who, if their terms were to expire
States is no country for a gentleman
Tlic crown prince of Sweden, now this coming spring, would be known
Wealth Coming from Land.
to live in longer than a week. New
The tremendous increase in wealth York has managcd. to furnish him legent. when a youth, fell in love as "lame ducks."' Most of them have
in the United States has occurred an income that would. have enabled with the daughter ,of a country cler- teen appointed simply to take care of
within the last few years. It is due him to make a creditable appeadance gyman. He wanted to renounce his them when they get out of a job.
primarily to /he fortunate succession in the best London society if he had royal rights in order to iWarry the Judges Quarles of Wisconsin, McCoof good crops and to the develop- ever succeeded in breaking in. But girl of 'his choice, but his parents in- mas of Maryland and Pritchard of
ment of natural resotirces. The west- he has never been appreciated with duced him to give up any idea of North Carolina were all senators who
ern farmers and the southern planters the same fervor *broad as in the such an alliance. Tall and slight, with had lost out when elevated to life
have had an abundance of grain and conntry of his birth. Even the Amer- a thoughtful, rather narrow face land positions on the bench. Aside from
corn and cotton to offer to the world, ican yell wnewspapers could " not intelligent, sensitive eyes, this de- Judges Evans and McCall, there is
and the prices which they have ob- boost him along, although they had scendant of a small French provin- Judge Dayton of West Virginia, who
tained have enabled them to enjoy tried to marry him to a score of wo- cial lawyer on the one hand and of was a member of the house. Few, if
remota' profit. The mine!' of -Mon- men with titles, including Lady Ran- a long line of German Sovereigns on any, of these jiidges when in congress
tant. Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Nevada dolph Churchill and Victoria, the the other, looks more like a civil en- ever cut any figure in constitutional
debates.
Inasmuch as President
and other western states have contrib- daughter of the prince of Wales. It gineer than a future king.
Roosevelt has freely criticised judinted enormous !urns to the material is to he hoped that the proposed unMinisters Exclude Reporters.
cial decisions in the recent past, it
wealth of the chuntry, and the sur- ion will be a happy one, for Mr. ARObjecting to too much publicity and is probable that the policy of rewardface 'has hardly been scratched. With tor's life does not appear to have
the lind, both on the onrface and : been overcrowded with joy in Eng- to the way their meetings have been ing so-called "lame ducks" also maft
reported in the past, the Sioux City come in for criticism from other
under the surface, thus literally mak- land.—Kansas City Star.
Minis.erial association at its recent sources of pub/ic life.
ing money, the tide of prosperity has '
risen until it has touched every branch
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the Panama Canal and theiGINSENG
pyramids

IN MAINE.
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tution; those amendments are merely
limitations upon the state preventing
them from enacting a law excluding
negroes from voting because they are
negroes.
"They do not prevent restrictions
upon voting, if reasonable, and applied to both races."

The detective deportment of St.
111111ENPresident
has had a shakenup and
Louis
WILHELM,
3AbIgs E.
Tromso-et Chief Desmond, a man with a na§OHN WILHELM,
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One week ....
Several months ago, the present
Await failing to reessiffla thin paper boasd served notice ion -tthe-Adepart&amid report the marttor ta ment that public gemblhig Sin St.
egleter Office at once. Tot. ,Louis must cease or Desmond's head
liY
phoeje Cumberland 3:11.
would go off. Things were suffered
to go on just as before and the
board has made good its threat.
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New and Up-to-Date Refrigerator Disciples of Blackstone Find The Sixty-Five Conversions Made Sunday The Pure Food Show Closed labetto__
Cars Will Handle The CaliField In This Reservation Not
day and Mr. &law Weat_tp
at Rev. W. C. Sellars Church—
fornia Business.
a Fertile One.
.
Houston., TWolfWar
Rev. J. R. Clark Arrived.
the Road.
icago, Jan. .8.—As alt auxffiary
Harriman lines the 'Pacific
Express company will soon take
the California fruit and vegetable
bness now being
handled in
Armour cars. The cars of the Marramon lines are all new and modern
and will be operated between the
Pacific coast, California in particular,
and the East.
The company has ordered 6.000
cars. Of this total the first boo are
now being received and the balance
is to be delivered at the rate of istoo
a month.
!The cars will probably be the best
ever bperated in the refrigerator service. Besides combining the *latest
system of refrigerating they .have
steel underframes and other appliances best adapted to withstand
rough usage.
The Pacific Fruit Express company
will be operated independently of the
union and Southern roads, and in
idle seasons the cars may be rented
to roads and lines in other part. of
the country.
C. M. Secrist, connected with the
Harriman lines for twenty-one fears,
ha, been appointed general manager
of the new company with headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Secrist started
railroading as telegraph operator and
station agent, but has been in the general traffic department the major part
of his career. He W2S chief clerk for
the freight traffic manager of the
Union Pacific in Omaha for several
years. More rocently he has occupied
a similar position for J. C. Stubbs,
traffic director of the Union and
Southern Pacific systems in Chicago.
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January 3t the Commercial dials
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to be held there b the Brotherhood oh.le the board: shortly thereafter
especially is that of the Sunday cita- increasing at the rate of 317 a year," a rumored double drowning in Hell's
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towhead below here.
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Sas% the Mayfield hressenger "The claming to be a lawyer from Paler--He announced tha• this matter
developed in the levee at Shawnee( he
printed on paper of •a quality other town yesterday and huneeds of chi- Mansfield Reinstates Miss Dunn, His brought to the attention of the Rich- city of Padiroah is very kind to the mo, Italy, was found lying in a gutter
Leading Lady.
than that-otsed iv the regular iisue. .ens rushed to the place to aid in remond reunion this year and that, saloons of that city. It taxes every early today. He says be was induced
Cleveland, O., Jan. aft —Foiloanig
• Nfany of the magazines will be hit pair work. Services in the churches
pending the action of the veterans, other occupation to the limit and then to leave a fast train by being told
his action in reinstating Miss Emma this convention
will abstain from ap- allows the saloons to sell whiskey for this was. a suburb of Chicago. fie
tard by the recommendations on the mere suspended to permit the citi- Dunn, one
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and a maid the pitiful sum of tip. Besides, if was drugged and robbed vi ten soo
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inches and is slowly rising. The first
Goldner. continued, "that thc expenses of the up from them of oppression. Every. and were driven to what he described
for advertisements. Some of the fatality occurred at New Harmony stage carpenter, Samuel
itagazines publish fifty pages of read- when the four-year-old son of %Vai- whom he dischirged for calling him reunion in cities be reduced." and he saloon in the city of Paducah should as a splendid house and there he was
"a big stiff,and windbag,' with only,
(the general) wishes it distinctly un- be made to pay $1,000 city license and offered wine. Soen after drinking be
ing matter and nearly a hundred l:am Stanley fell into a pool formed about an hour's notice prior
to the derstood that the outlay for the en- to be kept closed on Sunday Ike
..
other Inet consciousness and he keys he reges of adeertisetncuts. Magazines hy the backwater and was drowned. performance,
Mansfield
tonight teraininent of all sponsors and maids business houses."
membered nothing until he isa•
New
Haven
is
isolated
and
the
citichanged his bill from "Dr. Jelcyl and
;
*holly of fiction oivetabp.ilcisied the
• found by the police. Americas curhonor
must
of
be
borne
by
thoso
lens are suffering.
As
Mr. Il.yde" to "Beau Brummel." It
rency amounting to $8o, besides his.
second class -rate. "
who make the appointment.
is asserted he did this in celebration
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER s
Ia-akUeet,
n watch and trunk cheeks were
The
sesond
order
announces
' Taken as St whole the work and
that
A WASHTUB HEIRESS
of Miss Dunn's return to the fold, and
AND GET ,RESULTS.
the seventeent i annual reunion will
iggestions ol the commission seem
as a sort of a fatted calf offering. as
be on the right line, and if adopted To Participate in Vast Estate But in Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" Miss take place on June 1, 2 and 3 next
Not...no_rrying.
Dunn has no part, whereas in "Beau
Ahey will curtail very :materially the
CONDINSILD STATirsitirr OF
Will Direct Campaign.
itrummel"
she has a pretentious part,
giurdela
tilseed-;4411e,
second dais
With
retirement
of
the
George
B.
s
Pittsburg. Pa., Jan. 28.—Miss Viola Mansfield played with more than
Cortelyou 'Harry S. New of Indiana
oe; snit bri
about risJica! rtiorms Saylor Dixon, of Etna, is not worry- usual
good cheer tonight and seemed
becomes
acting chairman of the Reing over the prospects of participating happy to have settled his gage family
‘41,
putlican national committee. For sevis a vast estate, and says she really troubles.
eral years Mt. New has been vice
noes not care if she never gels the
A
chairman of the organization. On
winter in *Taylor-Trotwood P!Ohey.
A FATAL STAND.
PADUCAH, KILNTUCKY
numerous occasions he has demonits
a.Naapdfr.jmtixlical
zine.
She stopped her work at the wash•Ifla
./
strated
ability
as
a
party
leader,
nodiscussing the negro iihh&Gon, points tub long enough to explain that she Boy Dies From Injuries Received
•
At.
Close of Business December 31, 1906.
tably during the last tIresidential camAmusing His Father.
out the truth where he says the liad received word that the c4tatc of
paignorwhen he was in change of the
RESOU RCES.
Stn.
6),coo
acres
of
land
in and about St.
Philadelphia, Jan. 28.—Standing on western quarters
negro's plaes::.ls in the South. The
of the national
Anthony's Falls, Minn, left by her his head to amuse his father aA
a
$!94.36397
committee. In that position he ex- Loans and Discounts
isnathern people understand the race, great-grandfather,
is soon to be di- brother caused the death of Walter erted
rolling
himself
in
up
the
tren,000.00
Stocks
atiii the ncgsees understand the white vided.
and Bonds
Higgins,8 years oid, of No. 1,315 East mendous plurality for Roosevelt
tos
and
TheNtItilfht. kind of a pegro,' "li•I do getzthe money," said Mrs. Oxford street. Thit little fellow, who
5,080.17
Fairbanks. He has a wide acqauint- Banking House Furniture and Fixture;
and we mean by this, the one who ia Dixon, "we'll probably get a better was in high spirits-the day before his ance with public men and; is very Caste
and Exchange
A709-95
Louse, hitt if ,the lord wills that r death, capered about the home and
industrious and a goV. .citizea, cast
Xpular personally. He has been a
don't Act the Money it will not make stood on his head several times.
delegate to many conventions, has
tgi-i.
n,
always get along in de South. TI1 eny difference
with me. I'll be jus:
Late in the afternoon he complain- served in the Indiana senate and was
$262,15409
slather kind cannot get along inyt the same and kccp on working away ed that his head ached, and the- pain
a captain of volunteers during th'e
at something. I have worked hard continued all night. The next day
where. The magazine writer says:
LIABILITIES.
Spanish-American war.
"The Senithern svhite man, tindei. all my life. and I am not losing any a doctor was called in, but the pain
The present republican national
$.30,000.00
normal conditions, in the absence of steep over, this prospect, for it will grew worse instead of better, and bt committee will. direct the organiza- Capital Stock
4 o'clock in the afternoon he became tion of the next national convention. Undivided Profits
excitement and irritating circum- niake so little difference to me."
4.??8•77
unconscious, dying three hours later. A national committee is a much more
stances, is the neves best friend. He
Deposits
20.707"/5-30
COAL
•
•
STRIKE STIRS COUNTY
Death, according to the physicians, important body in republican than in
:cat. here work out
ges_tigy,
liTin,r••
nits caused by cerebral hemorrhage: demociatic conventions, as all conas natural law movei—thlTiegfi gen9.
erations, and he will reach his goal Fabulous Woes Are Asked for Land brought about by a rapid flow of tests in republican conventions are
$262,i409
• Neer LA Porte, Ind.
blood to the brain us the box- stood first passed upon by the national
as-14411Yr, it by high or Itovi,id no
: 5. •
•
On his head.
man should obstruct, or deny him
fit committee and delegates seated by A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent'was declared out
Lo Porte. Ind , Jan. 28.—Intense
this. it is only insisted that he is
it are entitled to vote. Its work, of
not yet fitted for the elective fran- excitement has been caused by the
Soldier Kills Cortwadle.
course, is reviewed by the credentials earnings of the past six months, and credited to the
chise unrestricted—a right, as jurists striking of rich coal veins on the
Washington,
C., Jan. 211.--lo an committee and the convention, but its stockholders payablepn demand.
hold, not springing out of man's na- Miller farm, east of Mill Creek, this altercation in a saloon near Fort power is shown by the manner in
ture, but a civil right to be conferred county., The land is now held at a Wiashingtoie tonight. Willi‘n
F. which the La Follette delegates from
by the state uonn theme most capable fabulous value and experts have been Winbarger of the,coast .artilleity shot Wisconsia were turned down three
of its intelligent exercise. Now is it called to mate examinations. Coal and killed Prioate Gosny, also of the years ago. It is expected there wit.
conferred by the Fourteenth arid in paying qua'ntities has not hereto- coast artillery, Winebarger surren- be an unusually large number of .•
•
•.Flft4enth'amendments to the consti- fott.heen found ie northern Jndiarra. desereJ hintself,,
•
testing delegates front the south
4#1'
the looS cesovention. •
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UNEXPECTEDLY
THE PAPERS
t MARV OIL PESSIMISTIC
INTERRUPTED
WAS DESTROYED PROCTOR KNOTT ARE AFFECTED
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SIXTY-FOlaja BARRELS OF LIQ- THE FORME* GOVERNOR SEES THE POSTAL INQUIRY BOARD WAS
TAKES A SHOT
UID MADE PRETTY FIRE •
THE COUNTRY GOING
TO THE BAD.
YESTERDAY.
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PRAISES PRESIDENT
• AILAZE IODURRED ON
IN BROWNSVILLE AFFAIR
SINE TRACE Al CREAL
SMALL BLAZE ON ROOF OF OLD MAN THINKS REPUBLIC
HOTEL BELVEDERE SUNIS DOOMED TO "DEMNITION BOW WOWS."
DAY EVENING.

THIS WEDDING
BIGAMY IS PREVENTED.

AND

AT THE ILLEGITIMATE
AND FAKE PUBLICATIONS WIFE ERTERS CHURCH
JUST IN
AND AT THE SAME TIME PRESCRIBES THE AMOUNT 01?
STOPS CEREMONY WHICat WAS
ABOUT TO UNITE LAWADS THE DAILIES
FUL HUSBAND.
MAY CARRY.

Chief Jame* Woods Says Paducah is Sketch of the Famous Kentuckian, F..ty Per Cent of Reading Matter Little Girt Witness Who WOWS to
the Priest That Her Mother Was
Must Be Carried if Papers EnWho Is Spending His Last Days
Now Eatjoying Unusual Quietude
Telling the Truth.
joy Secondsclase Postage
In Retirement.
as Regards Conflapadons.
Rates.
Lcbauon, Ky., Jan. att-In- a little
Aiolllifigis C'entril'freight car conWashington, Jan. 28.-The report,
t3iuing siaty-iOur laitiels of oil, took one-story frame cottage in the heart
fire yesterday at noon and burned of Lebanon, a former governor of of the joint postal commission authorover at Creel Springs, Ill., above here Kentucky is passing the closing days ised at the last session of congress
on that road. .The oil was en route of a ftrenuOirs career, and with the ta investigate and report to that body
to this city in is'freiiht train, when aid of memory and old friends is put. its conclusions on the operation and
It ignited ad.tothe manner and was 1 ang off the conquest that paralysis effect of the existing law relative to
and lots of sight have made imminent. second class mail , matter, and what
campletely consumed.
While tie ".trQti *it speeding this James Proctor Knott, now seventy- changes, if any, should be made, was
"ay between Mation and Creel six years old, feeble and helpleas ol niade public today. The commission
soangs, oye cecie titicssecaaa the car body, is nevertheless keen of mind males a number of sweeping recomsure, and herrailwf at to Creel, whicb and bright of recollections, and in the menetations looking to a reformed
is the met place .whtre a side track stooping figure, leaning now on one postal service, and has drafted a measexists, the flaming car was taken out faithful old colored servitor, his ure embodying such changes as it
Altfeiced" quickly into friends can still see the characteristics thinks ought to be made. Among
uf the trail
the safigii.es get it away from the of the great man who for a decade the most important additions to existing law as regards second-class
remainder Of the cats which contained was a chief figure in congress.
Gov. Knott's left side is partly pasti- saai! matter embodied in this measure
•aluable emirates of merchandise.
lle passenger train due here from lyzed, but with the aid of his servant are the following:
A newspaper or other periodical
'St. Louis at 3 o'clock from that di- he is able to traverse the ahort disrection, was held out fifty-ilve min- tante between his house, which is may be in part composed of adver•etes. jay the !noting car on account hardly a stone's throw from the busi- tisements which are permanently inof lie side track in which the oil ness part of Lebanon, and the bank serted in or attached to same, but
burning, Was so close to the where all of his business is transacted. such advertisements shall not constiwain line that the wind blew the He loves to talk to his old friends of age more than 5o percentum pt the
often superficial area of any `issue of the
(asses for fifty feet acmes the main the days that are gone, and, as
helives
him,
man
like
case
of
a
in
the
eradication; nor shall any advertisehoe, down which the passenger could
Four years ago, ment be printed on card, cloth
or
not proceed wittsoue passing throstah largely in the past.
house, Lea Rig& ;her substance other than paper, nor
the fire and thereby endangering thy when las country
about four miles from Lebanon. was 4.;boil paper of any greater weight
°aches.
destroyed.
he had the cottage where- ilase
Passengers on the train witnessed
the text of such publication.
built especially for him.
the blaze which made a beautiful fire, he no-it lives
itsgslation of Size.
few rooms, but it answers
and as the flames would eat its way It contains
An issue of a newspaper or other
all
of
'
n s needs'
into a frcsh barrel of oil, the latter "
Periodical may be composed of parts
Old Prised, Cams
would explode and send the flames
Mr: Knott frequently reads to him. or sections. but all such parts or secshooting a hundred feet kiavenward.
and
he keeps closely in touch with tions shall beamade of the same size
It took the car over an ham. to buret
f om and weight of paper, and shall,
suit, when the freight and plummier and takes deep interest in the events when taken
together, form one cornal
occasional
the
day.
coming
The
trains then 'sassed and came tet Pad's.
alete and indentifiable whole. All
of
an
rad
friend
adde
a
bright
spot
uh.
to his life. Among those who have rovisions of law applicable to
visited him within the past few rewspaper or periodical ihall apply
lislestIsrs Hotel Fire.
months are Gen. John B. Castleman. equally to each and every section
ag
g
„
am„„it moos ot„i„
"
s
,A ho
Judge
Hoban. Senator-elact 'I'. II. inertial
kindling wood started a small fire
Wttit a regales .isatte of a newepaPaynter,
and many of the state poliSenday evening at 8:30 o'clock on the
per or other periOdica! a supplement
ticians.
roof of laitel Belvedere at Second
sarcasm may tit enclosed or ,folded.
rise Ilcoadway, but at eras quickly I . Always distinguished by a
Supplement shall not be printed on
&tinging,
keen
that
as
it
was
was
as
extinguished before any damage of
Knott's view of life has fallen ether substance than paper nor. exGov.
sonsequence occurred.
!into
into that of the peesimist. He be- (apt in the case of maps and plans ilIn remodeling the hostelry the carthat the republic is doomed. an8 lustrative of the text, shall be of difprinces moved the clesator from an:
that the centralibation of power into ferent form from the main body of
of
building to another. In
". cart
.
hands of a few men has gone on the publication. No supplement shall
the
t
pserforming this work some shavings
to such an extent that there is no he composed of or contain advertiseand wood were left lying in a heap
longer any hope for it. In other ments, but the same shall be confineiN
on the roof. In the midst of ttc
words, he is fully convinced that its to :ratter germane to the regular isaccumulation drnpped a spark from
ultimate dcatjny is the "demnition sue and supplied in order to complete
the
a nearby chimney and this ignited
bowilhows."
matter left incomplete in the main
pile which flared up, melted the metal
He always adds, however, alter ex- body of the publication.
roof, and charred the joist timbers pressing a view of that sort, that
The proposed law refuses the secif,
enderriesth. :causing the hostelry to
any chance arse possibility. the ond-class rate to periodical publicarill wins smoke and give thy guests country is actually to be saved here- tions %lolly or substantially
of ficquite a scare
after, it will be through the demo- tion.
cratic party. Though he is strongly
Uitiergoing Lucky Stage.'
opposed to the government ownership
Chief James Woods of the fire de -1 al railways proposition of Bryan. he
leirtmsnt says that Paducah Is at is now re-conciled to it. and even
lectern -undergoing an unusually trusts that the Nebraskan may be the
tacky period as regards fire. as nom one to light t he way across the
• to
amount to anything at all have oc- swampy and uncertain path ahead
curred for Many weeks past 'now.
Praise for Roosireelt.
4 a
It is ordinary for the departments
t.
an
.'
Knotts interest
in
the
to go opc month. without any good
sized fire, but when this extends mt.' Brownsville affair has been keen. and
teeny motirtidait is considered excep- ae accords to. President Roosevelt the
armally lucky and gives the city a heartiest praise, declaring that it is
one of the finest and most courageous
better standing in.. the eyes of the
things ever done by a president. One
are insOravee-'npsgie.s, w hRch to
,
can
imagine, aftcr hearing him exa large degree Legislates the increases
press his views on this subject, that
in their insurance rates. accorlling to
if he were again in congress the same
the lams isiaseaipid.i.,
scorching fire that he turned on Duailh
!.•')•luth in that wonderful satire of his
NO CORRUPTION FUNDS.
would be exploited for the benefit of
MINIIMM.4.414
those who have attacked the presiReceived From Corporations
by dent and his views.
Democrats, Says Griggs,
Gov. Knott's experiences hive been
Washington, D. C., Jan..38.-Repre- varied, and his reminiscences are rich.
sentatittalimes ESL firiggs of the He had intended to write a ;kook condemocratic congressional committee taming some of the
declares corporations did not con- he took part, but theevents.snawhich
quick approach
tribute op its campaign fund.
of age and helplessness has prevented
His statement is made in a Jetts* to him from realizing his ambition. A
Perri' Belmont, president of the Na- nephew, Proctor Knott. fr.. is one of
tional Publicity Bill Organitation. It his favorites, and it is probable that
0 P is a reply to a request for list of con- to him may be entrusted the work of
tributors to the fund.
preparing his autobiography,
He says he would.gtadie furnish, a
. Seen by "Who's yilso."
list of contributors'. 6Myl-for the fact
"Who's
Wtio in America" gives the
that the list is large, containing many
thousands of names, because the following brief account of the life of
sums given were invariably small and Gov. Knott:
"Born in Washington (now Marbecause he believes fair papers would
ion)
county, Ky., Augest ac., 1830:
print the list on account of its length.
"It
permissible to say to you .in education at home, (LL, D., Centre
thiefistutectioa that we had no, very College. 1885); married June 14, 1858.
large-contributions-not over helf a Sarah R. McElroy, Bowling Green,
dozen ie -.excess of $500. and by far Ky. Removed to Missouri, May,
1850; megiber Missouri legislature,
l
theheihet
number less than am°.
agjoh-to,
•-•
1859-62i returned to Kentucky, 1862;
no. c
o
'were -aon re nto-rs toaltoftelieell law; member ais. congress,
Iff87.1.3; governor of Kentucky, 1883-7:
our fund. sa •
s•
•
"It was all given by If°oil-- dem*:delega
'
e tcr Kentucky.constitutional
erats in the hope and for the sake of conventioft, tOcri. Democrat. Professor
of civics and economics, Centre Colicce
deta
l intwitilizr
fund 'colteted by this lege, 492-4; professor of law, and
committee was a small one-barely dean of law faculty, same, if/44-mm.
more than Saffirient to conduct the . Address, Lebanon, Ky."
S
headqaariersrin Wlashinatem and Chi.
ADVERTISE' TN.THE REGISTER
rano,ineto.:0**,4r-obit printing
AND GET RESULTS.
eident to every campaign."

Can Use Samples.
With each issue of a newspaper or
other periodical the publisher may
mail at the second-class rate of postage samples of- such issue, but "not
to -exceed ten peecentum of the total
number of the copies of each issue
mailed by him to actual subscribers,
as the same appears by sworn statement of such issue required to be
suhnitted to the postmaster at the
cffice of mailing."
The appointment of a postal appeals commission in the postofrare deaartment is provided for to consist
of three members at least, one of
whom shall be a person who has had
actual experience in the conduct or
the publishing business, and at least
one of whom shall be learned in the
law and a member of ten years' standing of the bar of the highest court
i some state or territory of the
United States or the District of Columbia. The commission is to 'enter
upon its duties July t next. .

New York, Jan. a8.-That ancient
passion or roving mankind, the "wanderlust," and its inevitable corrollary,
which may be summed up in the
phase "the woman pays," lie behind
what seemed to be a very ordiesry
legal proceeding in the supreme court
when judge Amend issued a warrant
of attachment for the west of Mrs.
Catherine Pierson of the 19 West
Tenth street because she had failed to
obey a writ of habeas corpus issued
the dae before at the instance of her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Emily Pierson,
cinsaminding her to produce in court
the, Litter's 5-year-old
daughter
Cecilia.
Edward Pierson, creator of the situation, husband of the younger woman and son of the elder, is absent, as
is usual in such cases, and while the
two women fight the issue out his
restless feet arc probably on the other
side of the globe.
Wife Stops Ceremony.
There is another woman in the
affair, a woman whom this soldier of
fortune,. in the irresponsible fashion
of his kind, was about to marry (see
day last snnimer, momentarily forgetful of the fact that he already had a
wife and two children, when by a
whim of circumstance that wife and
those children chanced to enter the
very church where the ceremony was
to be, performed, and, luckily for all
concented, in time to prevent it. That
is the chief reason for the absence
of Eihnisrd Pierson at this day, although it is not his first absence.
Curiously enough, the third woman
disappeared al all the efforts of the
wife, her lawyers and a corps of detectives have failed to find out either
her sellereabauts or het name.
Rho Church by Accident.
Mrs. Pierson was out walking %skis
the two children not far from their
home one day last July. The afternoon was sultry and as they happened
to pass St. Luke's church some recollection of her marriage there, perhaps,
suggested to her that they go in and
rest in the shade and quiet.
They sat, in a pew not far from the
altar. A few feet away in the chancel
one of the priests, Father Slattery,
who has eince gone to another parish.
was making preparations for some
event. Presently came a man and a
woman. They approached the altar
and something in the gait and bearing
of the man caused the young wife
with her two children at her side tti
strain her eyes. It was tint until the
priest had begtip to murmur some
meaning words that
recognition
came and, with a muffled cry, she
flung herself from the pew and confronted her husband, who, a moment
later, so far as the words went, would
also have been the husband of another
woman.
"My Papa," Says Child.
One exclamation from her told
Father Slattery: but ,as he did not
know her and Pierson mumbled thaf
"there must be some mistake," while
second woman looked from fare' to
face with questioning surprise, the
priest demanded further proof.
"'Piece are his children," answered
the wife, and then taking the elder
girl, Cecilia, by the hand she pointed
to Pierson and asked her, "Who is
that?"
"That is my papa,")he child replied.
Naturally a scene of confusion followed. Father Slattery refused to
perform the ceremony and was about
to bitterly reproach Pierson when the
second young woman became hysterical and, seizing the opportunity,
Pierson fled,'
•
,
THIS STRAP HANGER

1

DON GILBERTO
Celebrated his seventy-first birtrday at "The Home of dr:,
Williow Springs," where all his patrons and Friends shook
hands with him and said:. "Uncle Don, you are no bkk
number, are you?". And, of course, "The Don" treated all of
them to "High-balls" of the celebrated "Williow Springs" with
"Shamrock.". One and all wished him long life and plenty
of "Willow Springs."
Of course, everyone knows Don Gilberto will do everything
he says he wiIZ and for this month, and this month only, he
will give to his patrons, friends and enem:cs, a chance to
procure the Celebrated

Willow Springs
bottled in bond and four years old, at wholesale price;, in lemetnbrance of his birthday anniversary and in appreciation of
what one and all have done for him since he opened, two years
ago.

Prices For This Month Only
4

-

•

full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-masa Whiskey,

$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

7 -. 6 full quarts "Willow Springs" Sour-mash Whiskey.
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00 .o)
la full quarts "Willow Spaings" Sour-mash Whiskey, 4%,..

$9.60

$9.60

$9.60

PURE APPLE BRANDY
distilled at McMinnville, Tenn., by Hennessey & Co., for this .
month only at the followieg prices:
full quarts of Pure Apple Brandy
11

$3.60

$3.60

$3.60

6 full quarts of Pure Apple Brandt.

$5.00
is full

$5.00

$5.00

quarts of Pure Apple Brandy,

$9,60

$9.60

$9.60

Remember that the Celebrated "Willow Springs" Whiskey
is a pure sour-mash whiskey, not a sweet mash, nor a continuant ran of the sell.
Across the "Brook" and over the "Hill," at "The Home of
the Willow Springs," in "Early Times in ion.. "Jack ant!
Gill" and "Beam" drank the celebrated "Willow Springs" with
Don Gilberto at No. 116 South Fourth Street. Paducah Ky.
•
1
-

"WILLOW SPRINGS
Come go with me to the Willow Springs,
Have yr u ever yet been there?
Take a drnk, and you are sure to think
You own the arth and air.
Close by the Springs stand a Grand Old man;
He will dip, and talk, and tellEarth's flowers may blast end the green grass die,
But what care you-"All's well."
The Willows spring, and *he spriiigs speak bac k,
And the good old wortd jogs onBut what care those who have felt its thrill
And seen "Good Uncle Don."
A song may die,
And the world forge t both you and other thiroa
Unless you see and feel the flow
Of good old Willow Springs,
Then take us back to Willow Springs,
Down by a shady deli;
Let us think and drink ar d red!
•• - grassFor the good old spriags, wont led.

Blown in it.*
WILLOW SPRINGS and DON GILBERTO
At the Home

of

"THE WILLOW
h.

SPRINGS"
No. 116 S. Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky

he refused to pay fare after hanging
to the straps, unable to find a seat.
Mr. Grittinger has consulted counsel with a view of bringing action
To Recover Risk Funds,
against the railway company for damFreeport, Ill., Jan. a8.-The Chicago
ages. 'VVith aa large number of other.
Title & Trust company of Chicago,
non, Mr. Grittinger as on his way.
receiver for the German Insurance
to attend the funeral of the Reverend
company, has filed suit in the circuit
Doctor F. J. F. Schaatz, -of Myerscourt of this city against the Royal Objected to Paying Fare and is town. The use of a. special car 'was
Insurance company, the object being
Put Off.
if-limed by the street railway manage.
to recover $3,loo,00o paid for reinsurme.nt and the regular car was overance, the chtim being that the money
Lebanon, Pa., Jan. 28.-County crowded.
belonged to the creditors and policy- Treasurer Grittinger, of this city, was
holders. The case will be heard at ejected from a Lebanon Valley rail- ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
the March term of court here.
,Way -car near the city limits, because
AND GET RESULTS.
01•11.1....••••

CALEB POWERS' TRIAL
MAY BE POSTPONED
Lexington, Ky., Jan. 28.-The,
fourth'trial of Caleb Powers, charged
with the assassination of Gov. William Goebel in I900, which is schecia,
uteri to begin at Georgetown, Scott'
county, on February 5, will probably
be continued, as no subpoenas have
been issued for witnesses and • no
preparations made by either side. I:
is believed a special term will be calked in the summer.
Powers was convicted three times,
securing a new trial each time;'

Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Line and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
'IQ KING OF CEMENT"

H. M. CUNNING-HAM
Phones. Old 960, New 245

:-:

Thirteenth and Adams Street
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Senator Bevcridge's Story of
Colonel I Lawson

MEAD OF 111A LADY.
PNEUMONIA VICTIMS INCREASE
IN MURREE YEARLY.

1103IL3

INTBRESTING SECRETS
01! TIER TRADR.

IILadical Authorities Putting Forth !raker of Them Valuable Adjuncts
ter the conflict had waged for some
Their Beet Efforts to Check
to Locomotion Gives Some Partime it became evident that the enInroads of the Fell
ticulars ua
s:t:
tur
n:71r Mangagement could accomplish no good
Disease.
results for the American arms and
Gen. Lawton reluctantly ordered a
The commission which was appointed
"Oh, yes, indeed, they come pretty
retreat to Manila.
Wet year by the Now York board o/ high." said
the artificial leg maker. "II
"As we rode together on the way health to study pneumonia and whose is a beauty,
though,isn't it I venture to
preliminary
depressed
over
report has just been sum- say there
Washington, D. C., Jan. 28.—Apro- back 'he was very much
isn't another oae in Philadelthe failure of the days work. He said marised by the press, is composed of phia like it, on or
off, and it's as light
i os to the plans to dedicate a anonof
high
professional
men
mak,
says
the as a feather, too."
sment to Ileery \V. Lawton at In- to me:
"'I am going to get killed in this How Yprk Tribune. Yet the problems
With these words, says the Shoe Retianapolis on May 30 Senator Beverinvolved in the inquiry are so serious
campaign.'
tailer, the creator of artificial limbs
living
Indiana
man
in
sdge, the only
that
there
is
no
danger of securing too flourished a
"'Oh,' I said, "you arc blue.'
leg in the air. He was fat
who saw Gen. Lawton in action in
"'No,.no,' said he, 'I am not blue. exalted a grade of talaat for their eolu- and smiling, and he spoke with an Indishe Philippines, relates a graphic story
don.
The
disease
commiswhieh
Oka
Acant a believer in averages.
tinguishable foreign accent, and every
.:1 a battle that he witnessed between I
sion has been considering has risen into
American forces under Gen. Lawton cording to the law of averages it is peculiar prominence of lets. AC one Ince in awhile his face beamed with en3000 natives, well drilled and my turn to be killed for I have been Lime consumption caused more deaths thusiasm.
engagements that it is not
"They all come to Plailadelpitia for
.,rtned with Mauser rifles, under corn - in so many
than any other malady and paminceila them,
escape
would
expected
to
that
be
I
too," he.oentiassa. "Were cus'hand of Pin del Pilar.
ranted second as a cause of inceality.
tomers from all over Europe, Lela and
Pilar. Senator Beveridge says, was much longer. I: is all right. I am Within the last ten or fifteen years the
Attica There are lots of leg makers
'quenched on the beighth near Tay- not complaining. When I am killed, two have eachancid plates in some parts
In the city—at least they call theinselvee
'sy on the Marong peninsula. The however, I wish you monki do what of tba Waited States, If not in the netsuch, but some of thorn are not leg makpeninsula is an almost impassable wil- you can to see that congress treats tropolis. Consumption, as a result tá ers
at all; they're harness makers."
Lawton
right.'
all
Mrs.
the adoption of more ealightemed methderness:, extending into a water
The august Philadelphia leg makes
action
an
precisely
was
such
"It
in
of
ods
prevention
and treatzseat. works
'course called Laguna le Bay. It
purveyer to kings, queens and govern.
was Gen. Lawton's plan to send a as this that Lawton lost his life," • littio less havoc sow that formerly. meat °Metals, took
a little time teshow
Beveridge.
concluded
"A
Senator
Pneamonho
on
the
other
hand,
finds a the
force to capture the upper part of the
specimens
around
the room. They
short
our
the
after
time
to
return
greater number of victims In proporUos
...seninsula and drive Pilar into a sack;
were fat and thin, long and short,grade.
Beveridge
ireA
United
States
Mei,
to
the
popuLation.
There
loomed
is
lot
gunboats simultaneously were to take
fnl and otherwise. Some of them were
ceived a letler from Mrs. 1.awton the belief that grip has costribufled
possession of Laguna de Bay.
huddled in corners, accuissulatiag tbe
about 2 in which the general sent his corn- materially to this result because it ie dust of ages; others hum aloft on mho,
The movement began
often
a
prelude
pliments
to
if
an
I
that
of
attack
painto
inc
stated
and
• 'clock in the morning and by Lawno light and airy that they were wailed
monis sad it sadly diaqualiSes a mu toe
Beveridge had remained just a few days longer
ton's invitation .Senator
to and fro le the breeze.
successful resistance to an illsess of smaccompanied the attackinf party. I would have seen some real fight"Yon see." 0011#inthid the leg saber.
other nature. Nae•evet, whatever the
time
imagined
that
tip
had
to
I
we know how to do things now. We're
Lawton had provided horses for him- ing'
that the fighting I saw sva the real canes, the lacreesed prevalence of pm* got the secret
all right. First they chop
self and Beveridge.
atones has meted tit gravest alarm Lad
down the willow tree; then we cut eat
• Lawton bad put in charge of the t11;11g."
Perplextty in the medical profession.
the legs. It takes a heap of fexiblie
advance colurmi an old general who
'
The some:lesion is eravlated that.
leather to put the tendons in the right
had been grombling because, as he PLAY IS ACTED
UM
tuberculosis,
the
more
typed
sense
UNDER WATER WITH . .
plane.
See that spring in the ankles?
-aid, the young fellows were thrust
lung Comes is attributable to the pres''ANK AS STAGE
:Oscar, of him and he did not have a
ence of znsrobes and that the latter we That', made by the leather tendons.
The strangest scenic play ever actchance. Out of the kindness of his
disseminated by the drying of sputum If you saw one on a man you could
The
London.
being
is
produced
in
ed
Then the
'wart, Gen. Lawton had decided to
from patients. The orimaiimas are sot pot tell the difference.
;sive him a chance, but soon. regret- entire performance is produced in a easily borne about by the air so lose as Whole thing is covered over with line
ted having 41one so. Becauke the huge cylindrical tank and four scenes they are moist, but afterward they are pink enamel. Looks natural enough.
hooks say that a bridge should he of the five which compose the play as easily circulated as dust particles, don't it?" At.this juncture a rap came
built before an attempt is itle to are acted under water. The piece This fundamental fact shows the desir- at the door, aid a big man, six feet
four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, caeross a stream, this stupid oiT gen- which is performed at the bottom of ability of deluging a stet room with suntered. He looked smilingly completeTrees"The
big,water
is
ves.el
promoting
light,
tote
ventilation
and
us
s-ral had stopped his men to construct ; the
ant as be lighted a cigarette and shot*
s bridge across a narrow waterway rre S'.iip hi Fairy Sta.' a juvenile lug a broom only when the Boor has
hands with the leg maker.
play.
London
Hipproduced
t1ic
in
sprinkled.
been
that could have been forded without
"Can you rush an order for ma,
podrome.
Some yuraling facts have been elicited
ilelay. The result woe that Pilar saw
double quick?" he asked. "I've come
the
a:tors
principal
in
One
the
of
In
the
course
of
the
investigatiou
eonthe operations and covered his recast is Miss Annetee Kellerman, the ducted by Dr. Darlington's experts. Oce through • tough fight." be went on.
treat.
"You know I always travel with •
Lawton, Senator Beveridge says. world's greatest woman professional Is that pneumocoeci, the summed NOM bunch of legs
and coming up this way
in
Kellerman,
the
deems,
who
of
are
swimmer.
sometimes
Miss
carried
In
could swear like a sea captain and his
from New Orleans the Pullman axe
the
months
of
persona
known
the
swimming
continuing
is
for
tank
as
th,
weeks
the
withrage wis terrible.
was burned and all four of my legs
Australian Mermaid, takes the part out producing any apparent effect. In
senator said:
•
were
lost. I only saved the one I had
like
mantas:
they
are
observed
sein the...
"Everything .ecmcd to go wrong of a sea nymph, who comes to the
cretions of patients who have rsoovered on, and now you've got to get to work
Natplay.
rescue
the
heroes
of
the
4ol
'Lawton had intrusted the movement
for a considerable interval after the dis- to make another net for me double
of the gunboats to a member of his wally none of the parts require mach
appearance
of other symptoms. This quick." With an air of languor and
staff. Finally, after riding our horses speaking, as the scenes arc subma- second phenomenon resembles
one ease the big man stood to have himself
into a lather we found this disciple rine.
wliich
often
follows
an
attack
of typhoid rneasu red.
The scenic effects hate !veil pins'
••1 the military art. Ile was attired in
"Do you know who he Is!" quesfever
and
gives
rise
questioa
how
to
the
tank?
the most faultless manner and looked :'Weed til lavish style and the
tioned be of Um leg trade, after the
long
such
portions
may
threaten
the
much
as if he had spent all morning with made to resemble the ,ea as
health of their associates and netglitiors. ponderous man had gone. "Well, he
practicable.
as
Iii.s -valet. The gunboats, however,
Perhaps more light on this metier may I.. the son of one of the richest women
were nowhere in sight. In his desire . The kilt scene shows a diver's hut, be afforded by further obsereatioa. In the United States. He lost his let
to look like a real military hero this outside which an old seantan is, ea- &ten isformation should levee motel throtugh disease, and he always comes
staff man evidently had forgyotten all plaining to his mate and his son the In the devising of sanitary brerautiosa to Philadelphia to have his sets mails.
about the part be was assigned to do. Ptisttinii of a sunken treasure by for a community in which pteaccoals Plain, ordinary boxes do for most people to cart their legs around in, but
**I never before or since have heard • mean` of a chart' Finally the three
such a tongue-lashing as Lawton , agree to set sail in search of the ship
Prevention is infinitely preferable to be'm got line leather cases with his
gave this pretty warrior, who turovi and they embark. As they weigh an - cure, but good generals consider what to name engraved upon them.
's verbal chor a storm arises, thunder rolls, dolt their first line of defense
"Do many of them go In on such •
ashen pale under the general
fails. The
castigation. Lawton himself had no lightning flashes, and the ship labors only remedial agent to which the cow wholesale plan" was queried of the
i
sion refers is a blood serum derived leg maker.
Ilse for dress parade soliders. Ile .I heavily in the heavy seas.
"Heaps of them," he replied, lacon.
cared nothing as to his own attire. i The father and son are next seen from an immune animal. Experiments
On this occasion he wore no shirt out on the open ocean, about to en- were made,evidently with a view to ob- Ically. "Some of them can do anyand his lowcut undershirt exposed ter the water in diving dress. They taining blots as to the value of an an- thing with 'ern. There'd one young
go down in search of the treasure titoxin of this kind, other vetures of man in this city who belongs to a
several inches of long, red neck.
glee club and they tell me he's the best
"We pressed forward and Lawton ship, which in the scene following is the same character havtng been made
dewier of Irish jigs in the town. He
the
seen
lying
bottom
of
the
on
repeatedly
in
the
last
few
years.
The
took commod of his flagging troops.
WM a good dancer before he lost Ms
ocean.
verdict
rendered
is
a
little
obscure,
but.
The effect was magical. The -men
leg, and he's all right yet. No: we
the
while
commission
are
located
it
have
and
diver%
The
seems
to
have
kindIed
were
with fre-h enthusiasm
have no lady attendants. We ought
and the column moved onward affth ! delighted ;with their find. They plu- found that a serum. as now prepared, to have,
though. What's the reason?
be
might
serviceable for purposes of
perfect military precision and discip- ceed to explore the sessel, are endiagnosis, it appears to be silent about Ob,, be:anse there is net one woman
hatches
and
gaged
cutting
away
in
line. We entered TayTay. which
the remedial and proteetive qualities of In Philadelphia that I aan and who
Jar had abandoned, having hest set; wreckage. w hen fearsome monsters
them, the article. Nowever, if the serum knows the trade. Pity, too, lbee.ause
upon
down
swoop
deep
the.
'
of
tire to the leading buildings. which
which a few physicians even now em- there's money in It. A good leg maker
were hurned when we arrived. Pilar followed by a giant octopus. which ploy. is not all that
could be desired, im- ought to make at leant $25 per week.
terrible
tentacles
about
entwines
its
bad left, a rear guard of about soo
"There are six or seven men in pubproved
methods
may
yet develop one
men in the fastnesses near Taytay, the younger of the two men. Vainly that can ha more heartily recommended. Pc life, well known, who wear ar.1most of whom were expert sharp- the driver makes use of the clasp
ficial limbs. None but their intimate
shooters, and !statue moved in them. knife at his belt in a desperate atfriends and famine-a know it however.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
'Ping!' sang the bullets all around tack upon the sticking arm. that' grasp
One young lady in Philadelphia
"Tom" Jenkinson. head gardener at led a number of dances Iskst winter
II. and Lawton peremptorily ordered 'him'
me to dismount and seek shelter. 1 , Just when it seems that there is no :be Peacock mew-vat/noes. whose ha-s an 'Wilda! leg. It 11 ^Ivry to
f the unlucky chrysanthemums are on view to rs waltr with one after you learn how
did so but Lawton himself remained lope br tnç sa
to
)tom a a i.mber of .1.;60. is ao ardent Scott:Innen. use them.
tI4 ocTa
on his horse, a target for all sharp- explorers
e.cite and with a passionate love fur all thing:
"Oh, yes, artificial leg making is the
hooters. He was the only man of mermain (Armes to-1th
„ • drives the•.seajtotithel
rom their that come from the Land o'the Heather. thing for me," concluded the leg makthe party wlo; -emained eposed.
prey.
He sod a few kindred souls have orgap. er. "I started out as ajine carpen.er,
The fairy mermaid then gives to 'zed a bagpipe tend that will soon show cloth.; up banks and ptiblic buildings,
the divers. the power to breathe tin- Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed and one day I went Into a place in New
(ter the miatcf and tells them to re- Highland me:ody. Mr. Jenkiuson is the York to order an artificial limb for a
f/
• move their helmets. This she finally leader and every man of them wears friend In distress. The maker was a
; persuades them to do. At the sight WA after the tnanncr born. It is one doctor, strange to say. He sized mo
thing to play the bagpipe, but to do It op and I slzed him up, and in a short
I of the face of the young man site falls
in love with hint and. bidding him properly one must have the blood of 5 time I was under contract to work
hive no fear, urges him to follow proper clan in one's veins to give the for him. They can't steal our patents,
bier around the sea's bottom in a true "skirl." Mr. Jenkinton holds that either, gels it's as hard to make an arGRAND PRI/I
tour of the fairy/sea. This prepares a Scatchman and only a Scotch man can tificial limb without years of learning
wittiest
the way to the principal scene of the be a god(' gardener or a piper. "As as it would bo for some tinhorn mates
Engliahman learns to be a gardener to pridncaa Stradivarius.WORLDS FAlit
production. tile "beauties and wonders
ea
•
I
from the top down." says Jenktnson
/
1
4 1 L01115
of the deep."
t ani
"A Seotehman starts from the bottom
The Emir's Capital.
Mi.s Kellerman. the famous swimwith a spate diggirg vegetables.
—mg
reported that the emir of Afmer, who takes the part of the sea why
It
Is
so many gardeners come from
ghanistan contemplates the removal of
nymph. is supported by the Sisters riesQarie.
They learn bit by bit °ter
Finney, also well ,known professional there."--Pittsbure
his capital to a more northern site.
Dispateh.
Owing to the energe'ic way la which
aquatic aitists. The three young wo:he present emir and his Immediate
mbs arc called upon to do the aquatic waltz in the fifth scene, which has flow Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds. predecessor have been manufacturing
• Recently Enlarged
machinery the country
Do you know that the witch harm ;uns and
proved a surprising success. In the
•
WM.
great tank the three women wonders shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If around Kabul na.s been denuded to such
25,000 New Words
of the water world 'execute subma- you want a brand-new &siltation, bring an extent that fuel is now unobtainNew Gazetteer of the World
rine movements which excite admira- home some branches of witch hazel hav- able. So great are the straits to which
with ranee than 25.0O3 titles. based on the
latest census returns.'
tion and applause from the spec,tators ing both flowers and unopened seed pods the eniir Is reduced hr the want Of
on them and put them in vases of water wood that it Is Imperative that a new
New Biographical Dictionary
and Make a thrilling spectacle.
pods burst at the most unexpected site should be obtained, and this will
containing the names of over 10,000 noted
Last of all is shown the mermaids' The
persona, date of birth,death.etc.
times, waking you in the night and pep- probably be found in the wooded slopes
coral cave, a remarkable scenic ,view.
pering you with their hard, shiny, black if the mountains farther north.
Edited ny W.T.TTA
.13.. LL.D.,
in which another dance by eight
United tates Comminioner of Education.
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
aquatic beauties is performed. The a party must be selected with
2380 Quarto Pages
care, to
Some Other Rascal.
Kew Mom
60110 illserstlass.
Ride binding.
octette arc garbed i,n coral and sea be sure of haring perfectly fresh
Bowers
Jones, did you get the ap•
'Well.
ferns
of
various
.
and
blended
tints and and seed pods that hese not °pelted. It
Needed in Every Home
the grand finale is the "flying fish bal- It is-possible to do so. cut them the same pointmentr
Also Wsbatar's Collmstats Dialsoory
-No,sir; they appointed some 0111111
ILI. Ps-Ss.
let."
IMO Illaisatloss
day they are needed. If they must be
Regular Edits's:I 7zl)z%ts.ici. allnalass
mama in my place."—Tit-Bits.
before
day
they
the
are
cut
needed,
put
De Luso Esition ts.steisni I.. Is-inlet from
An absolute solitude is contrary to them in a cold place in water and Wrap
ste.
,
s. es Lible parer. flassatital bindissa
A Deitnithm.
tura nity.—Petrarch.
a, damp cloth around the branches, in
rae•,,ami-ormi,:-•"nhierve,lassiskaits.
"Pa, what is experience?"
order to prevent the flowers from with•G. 0C.'MERRIAM CO.,
•
'Experience, my won, is the cone
Publishers. Sprinviield, Maas. k
In time of sickness the soul col- ering and to keep the seeds from being
expelled too soon.--Abuntry Life Is pound extract of the nu:tit of butting
iligiamenesseroxt
• •••••••4/
actsii se!f anew.- Amt.
_ . tn."—Toso .Topi
LAWTON EXPECTED TO BE
KILLED—ANOTHER GENERAL WHO STOPPED TO BUILD
A BRIDGE ACROSS NARROW
AND SHALLOW STREAM.
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klillm"" LimB3itaron Directory Company
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Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of oar patrons and the citing=
of"dee* we
have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in d?e
ggegft.
Lug Register office at gag Sreadwn y, where
the public Is Invited to NM
when desiring the adders of any resident of the
cities waled.
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THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
STATES.

OF

THE

UNIT=
.400

List of Directories

on File

ALLEISHENT CITY. PA.
!worm cow.
ATI ANTA„ GA.
Intupais, TENN.
BALTIMORE, D.
MILWAUKEE, WI&
BOSTON, MASS
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.
NASHVII.I
.TENN.
4
snow& Pt Y.
HAMM
CONII.
111140ELYN, N. Y.
NEWARK,IL j.
BUFFALO, M. T.
NEW ALHANY, IN
CHATTANOOGA. TENN.
NEW HAVEN. CONN,
CINCINNATI, 0.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0.
NEW YORE CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0.
•
NORWICH, CONN.
COLORADO CITY.COLO.
PADUCAH, KY.
-COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
I
COVINGTON, KY.
#
RICHMOND. HID.
DAYTON. 0.
RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER. COLO.
SALT LA/CI CITY, UTAH.
DETROIT. MICH.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
DIVTRICT OF COLUMBIA..
ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH. Knag.
ST. LOUIS, MO,
FAIRFIELD. CONN.
SOUTuporr, OEN.
IND/ANAPOLIS. noto.
SPRINOFIZI.D, 0.
jarrintsonvrms.
STRATFORD. CONE.
KANSAS CITY. EA&
SUPERIOR OTT, mot
KNOXVILLE. TENN.
TOLEDO.0.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
UTICA, K T.
LOUISVILLE. KT.
WATEIMURT. CONN.
MANHATTAN. N. T.
YONKERS. N. T.
MANCHESTER. VA.
11111,
CO PIES OF PADUCAH
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PRICE $4.00

CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
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Healthy Bath Rooms
Good phircising means
guod health and 'hi cumbilled with modern saritary
helps to keep the doetok
Your home. -Stsesised" Purer. ,
Enameled plumbing fix:urea make
healthy bath moms, are sania:y and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room 1-1provementa, lc: us shoo you samp.es of
this famous ware. We guarantee rood
.work, prompt service and attentier no
matter how small or
large vour;oh.

Our

or

.

F: D. HANIPIAN.
Both Phones sot

6(

its

ins
I.
or
A

I32 St. 4th

pi-

GET THE Bin
.

WEBSTER'S

Re
cee._

F;•orn Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
IIVV•MME

au. or ..o..000s

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The FIrst Time Their Pictures have Ever
Mese Published.
The FT.sning TrY1 has tor see•rst reams. Ara vowel to
weary pirtames el all litestork•
000rtti„;1•••••btai"Ifniisit stot
hasicuatilatioci
st atettereorlid
y.• in attains them through the ssatanse of the KA:SI%
In order to place these pleterres In a permaamot form,
they have been arranged In *
group in an asieteesaie Atlas
Kentucky with 11-.e lateft mom's. Pictures of
all it." preue.enis of the United showing.
Stales, tilers •ad Plage of all natio?
!Misdeal dart. Imeatory of the Ittstmol•pan
mole*.
Was.•Iso late maps of the,s.tTnat•-• I 04•tea,
Pea.
lists Canal, rafter,' and Western
Hemisphere. reports. of tic Last ths-se national census
and math other historical information.
•
This onions and vainalliti Atlas
es ALL IEVIre1N0
If not sow •seasceabee semi isoo Is MPH
u f,,ti veers solmeniption by mail or $500
for six
ciunth's siiiweriptiun. Understand that thew rates
are by tztail only sad that the mita
scriptiun . ice .-y carrier or agent is to cents per wick.
.
The Fe•ning Post publishes six or more
daily and the latest edition is sent to
ear_h reader according tots. tinny that it silledition*
reach them.
The Peening Post is first in mrerythittg and has the most State news and
best
market reports.
Far all (Sc people and •gamoit the grafter.
Int!ependent always.
Pot the }Lose.

FREE

FREE

tio

That's

Ensuing

'I

uid, Louievii.L.a. KY.
•

I NIL hNATIONAI
D I C.,T 1,0 NARY <

WINCIfteSTIA.
NUBLACK"
Loaded Black Powder Siells
4
Will

Are Sere .Fire,
Reloading.
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They Always Get The Game
For Selo Everywhere.
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B. F. Sears

FEMINI N E WOMAN

THE COLORS OF SYRIA.

CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE HIS

LAST STRUGGLE.

amordwormmlumwommomm
Iffarevlous Warmth and Depth Hark Six-Mile Walk Every Day
Will
9 notice," observed the square.
SURVEYOR
PRACTICAL
Henry Jamieson Satterfield is disco,the Landscapes of That
Serve as an Antidote for
Sawed, pug-nosed man, who didn't look
ered leaning over the library table gas.
Country.
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